KEY STAGE 1 WEEKLY LEARNING MAT

week beginning 20.4.20

This week’s theme is Magical Creatures!
MATHS ZONE
Revise subtracting a 1 digit number
from a 2 digit number. We can count
on from the smaller number to the
bigger number for smaller
differences, and count back when the
difference is much larger. For
example, with 14 – 9 it is easiest to
put the smallest number (9) in your
head and count on until 14, putting a
finger up to represent each number
counted on. For subtractions with a
large gap, for example 29 – 2, it is
easier to put the larger number in
your head (29) and count back two
fingers. Try smaller differences for
starters, and then move onto larger
differences.

Play
https://www.topmarks.co.uk
/maths-games/hit-thebutton
Y1s: choose ‘Number Bonds’
then ‘subtraction within 20’.
Y2s: choose ‘Number Bonds’
then ‘subtraction within 100’

Y2s: work with numbers over 50 (and
over 100 if you are feeling confident!).

ENGLISH ZONE
https://stories.audibl
e.com/pdp/B07V6HFY
ZT?ref=adbl_ent_ano
n_ds_pdp_pc_pg-1cntr-0-14
Listen to this story
about Mote the last
unicorn.
Can you draw and label
Mote?

Log on with the username
and password that you have
been given. Choose ‘play’,
then ‘Number Bonds’ then:

Y2s: play bonds to 20 Y1s: play bonds to 10

Draw your own magical
creature. This could
be a dragon, a
mermaid, or something
else that you have
made up.

Write his adventure in
to your own book.

Tweet your work to
@MarlcliffeKS1
Play Snakes and Ladders!

https://play.edshed.com/

Can you make a comic
strip of an adventure
that Mote might
have?

TOPIC ZONE

When you slide down a snake,
count how many steps back you
have taken. Can you make a
number sentence?
15 – 4 =
Y2s: Can you rearrange the
numbers into 2 add and 2
subtract numbers sentences?

https://play.edshed.com/

Log on with the username and
password that you have been
given. Choose ‘Play’, then
choose any of the split vowel
(a-e, e-e, i-e, o-e, u-e
challenges), but this week play
‘Bee Keeper’. Top tip: try
vowels first!
Make sure sound is
switched on.

Capital Letters (For
Pronouns)
Copy the words below
and add capital letters
where needed:
christmas
unicorn
harry potter
fairy
dragon
mrs wharton
marlcliffe primary
school
easter
magic

In Scotland there is a
lake called Loch Ness. It
is believed that there is
a monster that lives in
the lake. Use the
internet to research
where this is and facts
about the monster.
Write down your facts
including a picture.

If you want to get
experimenting with music, then
try ‘Play It!’. Explore the
different elements that make
up a song, play or clap along
with the music or even add
your own instrumental track,
then listen back to what you
have composed.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/games/
embed/bring-thenoise?exitGameUrl=http%3A%
2F%2Fbbc.co.uk%2Fteach%2F
bring-the-noise%2Feyfs-ks1music-play-it-bring-thenoise%2Fz4sq92p

Try this cool eggsperiment
using an uncooked egg!
http://coolscienceexperimen
tshq.com/bouncy-egg/
Try putting an
egg in different
liquids to see
what happens!

